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**** Record Collector In 1976, John Peel broadcast the very first Festive Fifty - a chart compiled from votes
by his listeners - in his Radio One show. He continued to do so, roughly speaking, until his untimely death in
2004. Since then, Dandelion Radio have continued to broadcast the chart. This updated version of a book
that first came out in 2005 contains information from all of those subsequent festive fifties as well as the
since discovered 1977 chart and other details of interest to John Peel's dedicated fans and anyone with an
interest in the rare, the challenging, the obscure and the downright good in the world of music. Essential
questions answered include: Which album placed eight of its eleven tracks in the festive fifty? Which two
bands scored festive fifty entries with eleven consecutive single releases? Which record made number one in
four separate festive fifty charts? What is the only track to have appeared in seven festive fifties? And which
record made the top twenty of the chart despite only one known copy existing in the UK? As well as
providing a historical chronicle of the chart, the book also compiles charts of the top festive fifty artists of all
time, the top albums in festive fifty history, most successful record labels, most successful session tracks and
complete line-ups of all featured bands.
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From reader reviews:

Keisha Kent:

What do you think of book? It is just for students because they are still students or it for all people in the
world, exactly what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that query above. Every
person has several personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be obligated someone or
something that they don't would like do that. You must know how great along with important the book The
Festive Fifty. All type of book is it possible to see on many methods. You can look for the internet resources
or other social media.

Robert Russo:

As people who live in typically the modest era should be up-date about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era which is always change and move ahead. Some of
you maybe will update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the
problems coming to you is you don't know which you should start with. This The Festive Fifty is our
recommendation to make you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and
need in this era.

John Moore:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With reading through you can get a
lot of information that could give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can certainly
share their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their particular reader
with their story as well as their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the textbooks. But also they
write about the knowledge about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or
how to teach children, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors in this world always try to
improve their skill in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write on their book. One of
them is this The Festive Fifty.

Hubert Smith:

The book untitled The Festive Fifty contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains your ex idea
with easy way. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do not really worry, you can easy
to read that. The book was compiled by famous author. The author will bring you in the new period of time
of literary works. It is possible to read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or
product, so you can read the book throughout anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the
e-book, you can open up their official web-site in addition to order it. Have a nice study.
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